Abstract
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to descrfl_ some wave motions observed over the polar caps at altitudes in excess of 250 Inn [Carignan et al., 1981] .
The waveforms are interpreted as being due to internal gravity waves propagating in the neuwal atmosphere.
The motions are seen as well-formed, quasi-sinusoidal patterns of vertical velocity (both ion and neutral) with associated temperature and composition perturbations that permit evaluadon of some properties of the waves; these patterns indicate that the horizontal phase progression of the waves is from the nightside to the dayside and that the waves transport significant amounts of energy upwards, even at altitudes as Copyright 1995 by the Aazaican C,_ytical UaioQ.
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The observation of internalgravity waves at altitudes as high as the exoba_se was unexpected because of anticipated strong attcnuaticmabove 120 km due to viscosity and thermal conduction. shown runnin8 through the observations. The correlation is greatest for a lag of I 1.5 intervals. instrumental errors in one or both of the two instrumem3 involved. The vertical velocity pertuz_tiousalso agreed vexy well but the absolute values sometimes differed substantiaI_, this was probably due to differences in the selection of the zero levels for the two instruments. However, the absohn_ values are not needed in the calculations of energy flax discussed below.
Problems involving error in satellixe orientation were ruled out for times comparable to the perturbation period by making use of magnetometer observations. What b of interest to the present discussion is that the orbits are elliptical,-with the major--axis nearly vertical near the condition wl) = w.
The wave
As w a increases with decreasing altitude below_about 230 km down m below 100
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